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An Apparatus for the Prolonged and Accurate
Dispensing of Suspensions and Solutions

R. FOSTER ' & G. F. POULTON I

A description is given of a constant-head device capable of dispensing suspensions and
solutions in an accurate manner in the laboratory and field. Tests have shown that the
apparatus works to a high degree of accuracy without adjustment for prolonged periods of
time and over a range offlow-rates.

INTRODUCTION

With an increased interest in the use of mollusci-
cides against the snail vectors of bilharziasis,
there is a growing need for an efficient but cheap
apparatus which is capable of dispensing suspensions
or solutions in an accurate manner into running
waters. Such an apparatus should not only be
cheap, but also relatively simple, easily constructed
and transported, and capable of giving consistent
results over long periods in unskilled hands.
Many previous applications of molluscicides have

been made by simply allowing the product to leach
out from bags immersed in the water, or by immers-
ing briquettes of the substance in the water. Such
methods fail to give constant dosages, and are
certainly most unsuitable for experimental work.
A number of mechanical appliances, many employ-
ing the principle of a floating siphon, have been
described for applying molluscicides at more
constant rates. Gahan et al. (1955), Wilson-Jones
(1956) and Jove (1956) all described such instru-
ments; and Klock (1956) gave a detailed account
of an apparatus incorporating a measuring weir
coupled to a self-operating dispenser.

These earlier instruments were designed for the
metering of solutions such as copper sulfate or
salts of pentachlorophenol, but as new molluscicides
may be marketed in the form of wettable powders,
there is need for an apparatus capable of dispensing
suspensions as well as solutions. That described
here has been designed to do this both in the labora-
tory and in the field.
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THE APPARATUS

In principle the apparatus consists of a constant-
head device into which the molluscicide siphons
continuously, and out of which it flows at a constant
but adjustable rate. Continuous agitation is provided
to prevent settling of a suspension.
The lay-out of the constant-head device is shown

in Fig. l. The basis is a polythene aspirator bottle of
some two litres' capacity, with the normal stop-cock
serving as a drain tap. The rubber bung carries
three tubes. One is the inlet pipe through which
the molluscicide siphons from the main supply
tank (usually an oil drum). Another, of larger
size, is the overflow pipe, through which surplus
liquid flows into a container from which it is periodi-
cally returned to the main supply tank. The over-
flow tube is fitted with a vent at the top of its curve
to prevent siphoning.
The rate of inflow is regulated, by means of a

Hoffman-type clamp, so that the bottle always
remains full, thus providing a constant head of
liquid. The regulating clamp on the siphon tube is
placed on the inside of the supply tank, i.e., on the
" upward " section of the tube, to prevent blockage
at the constriction by a suspension.
The central tube in the bung carries the agitator.

This is driven by a vehicle windscreen-wiper motor
mounted on a board above the bottle and powered
from a 12-volt vehicle battery; the use of such a
motor gives a reciprocating action to the paddles of
the agitator. The four paddles are hinged on to the
central spindle (details are shown in Fig. 2), so
that on inversion of the apparatus they lie flat along
the length of the spindle and the whole can be
withdrawn through the neck of the bottle. The
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FIG. I

DISPENSER ASSEMBLY, SHOWN 2/3 ACTUAL SIZE
A hole is drilled in the base of the polythene bottle

to take a brass delivery tube at such an angle as to
allow the tube to be inserted fully into the bottle
without fouling the central agitator spindle. By
smearing a little Vaseline on the outside of the
delivery tube it is possible to slide the latter through
the hole in the polythene, setting it at any desired
height. A scale on the tube assists in the accurate
repetition of settings. At its upper end the delivery
tube has a number of orifices, of different diameters,
through which the molluscicide may pass. The
diameter of the delivery tube should be at least four
times that of the largest orifice; if this is not so, the
flow of liquid through that orifice will cover the
full diameter of the delivery tube and induce siphon-
ing. The required orifice is selected by means of a
nylon plug, inserted into the top of the delivery
tube (Fig. 4), and which has a hole of diameter
greater than that of the largest orifice; this plug is
rotated in the top of the tube so that its hole un-
covers the required orifice, through which the
molluscicide flows.
The tube should be positioned so that the orifice

in use is on the lower surface of the tube; this pre-
vents blockage of the aperture by a suspension.

FIG. 2

AGITATOR PADDLE, SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

spindle itself is carried in a tube fitted with nylon
bushes, and is coupled to the drive shaft of the
motor by a moveable sleeve (Fig. 3) which allows
the agitator and bottle to be removed and replaced
while leaving the motor fixed in situ.
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APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING SUSPENSIONS AND SOLUTIONS

FIG. 3
DETAIL OF MOTOR DRIVE COUPLING,

SHOWN 4 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE
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0.136 inches (3.45 mm) diameter gave a flow rate
of approximately 15 ml per second.

PERFORMANCE

Short-ter,n trials
The apparatus was tested between minimum flow

(smallest orifice and lowest head) and maximum
flow (largest orifice and highest head), with suspen-
sions of different concentrations. The test suspen-
sions were of molluscicide Bayer 73 (2-hydroxy-5,
2-dichloro-4 nitrobenzanilide), which was previously
used in a field trial with a prototype of the apparatus.
This trial is described in the preceding paper (see
page 543).
The short-term trials were conducted over periods

of two hours each; no adjustments were made to
the apparatus during a trial, and the flow rate was
ascertained every 15 minutes by means of a measur-
ing cylinder and stop-watch. The results are given
in Table 1, which shows for each trial the mean
flow and the mean and maximum deviations
recorded. It is seen that the mean deviation was
always less than 1 %, and that the maximum recorded

FIG. 4
DETAIL OF ORIFICE SELECTOR,
SHOWN 4 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE

The molluscicide is made up at the required con-
centration and filtered into the supply tank. The
end of the siphon tube in this tank is fitted with a
gauze filter to prevent foreign matter entering the
constant-head bottle and blocking the orifice.

If a suspension is being used, occasional manual
stirring in the supply tank is necessary to prevent
settling. The output from the constant-head bottle
is regulated in two ways-namely, by the size of the
orifice employed and by raising or lowering the
delivery tube and so altering the effective head of
liquid.

In the present instrument four orifices were
employed, ranging from 0.046 inches (1.17 mm) to
0.078 inches (1.98 mm) in diameter, and these gave
the instrument a flow range from 1.4 ml per second
to 5.5 ml per second. The range may be increased by
using different orifices, provided that the diameter
of the delivery tube is suitable. Observations with
the present apparatus showed that an orifice of
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was only 1.930% (orifice 1, 10.5 inches (26.67 cm)
head). The apparatus worked satisfactorily with
suspensions of various concentrations between 1%
and 11.5 %. More concentrated suspensions were
not used, but subsequent work indicated that a
250% suspension would pass satisfactorily through
the instrument.
The distribution of the recorded deviations from

the appropriate means is summarized in Table 4.
No deviation was greater than 2%, and 92% of the
reading were within 1% of the appropriate mean.

Long-termi trial
The apparatus was tested, without adjustment,

for 48 hours, the flow rate being ascertained every
15 minutes. A 2% suspension of the molluscicide
was used with orifice no. 2 (0.063 inches diameter)
and a head of 7.5 inches (19.05 cm). The mean flow
rate was 3.2 ml per second, and the mean deviation
in 193 readings was 0.71%, with a maximum of
4.18 % (Table 2). Over the whole period, 96% of the
readings were within 2% of the mean, 99% within
3 %, and all within 5 % (Table 4).
During this long-term trial, the orifice-selecting

plug in the end of the delivery tube was of metal and
not nylon. At the end of the observations it was
found that this plug was not completely sealing
the orifices not in use, and that some passage of
molluscicide was occurring through these orifices.
When the data for the trial were analysed, it was
found that the flow rate had in fact increased
slightly during the period; figures are given in
Table 3. Subsequent observations showed that no
leakage occurred after 48 hours with a nylon plug,
and the use of such a plug is recommended for
future work.
The slight increase in flow rate during the long-

term trial had the effect of somewhat increasing the
deviations recorded. If the data are analysed in

TABLE 2

RESULTS OF 48-HOUR TRIAL

Trial in toto Trial in periods
Head Mean

Orifice in inches flow Mean Max. Mean Max.
(in cm) (ml/sec.) dev. dev. dev. dev.

_(/) _(%) (%) (%)

2 7.5 3.20 0.71 4.18 0.41 3.73
(19.05)

dev. deviation
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APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING SUSPENSIONS AND SOLUTIONS

TABLE 3

RESULTS OF 48-HOUR TRIAL BY PERIODS

Hours

0-6

6-12

12-18

18-24

24-30

30-36

36-42

42-48

dev. = deviation
Statistically significant

occurred between periods 5

Mean Mean
flow dev.

(ml/sec.) (%)

3.17

3.19

3.18

3.19

3.21

3.22

3.22

3.23

0.40

0.39

0.63

0.48

0.48

0.23

0.55

0.16

Maximum
dev.
(%)

1.54

0.94

3.62

2.39

1.73

0.58

3.73

0.54

increases (P<0.05) in flow-rate
and 6, and 7 and 8.

groups covering six-hour periods to reduce the error

due to the 'increasing flow, then over the whole
period the mean deviation of the readings was

0.41 % with a maximum of 3.73 % (Table 2), while
98 % of the readings were within 2 / of the mean,
and all within 4% (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

The apparatus is suitable for the accurate dis-
pensing of suspensions or, if the agitator be removed.

of solutions, both in the laboratory and in the field.
It is of simple construction and, excluding the vehicle
battery, can be made at a total cost of about £5
sterling. By drilling orifices of a suitable size and
using a suitable concentration of liquid it should
be possible to treat a wide range of volumes of
flowing water.
The instrument enables suspensions of wettable

powders to be dispensed accurately for prolonged
periods of time, a potentially important factor when
new molluscicides may be most easily and cheaply
marketed in this state, rather than as powders for
solution.
The apparatus does not incorporate a device for

measuring the water flow, and is not self-compensat-
ing for any change in the water flow. These, how-
ever, are not felt to be great disadvantages. The
volume of water to be treated can easily be measured
with an inexpensive portable weir or flow-meter;
to couple such a device to the applicator leads to
unnecessary constructional complications. Changes
in the water flow during an application are more
important, but it is unlikely that an application
would be made at a time when great changes were
expected. Particularly if the application period is
of the order of 12 hours, as seems feasible with
many potential new molluscicides, it should be
possible to apply the chemical during a period when
the water flow is fairly constant; if, however, there
is reason to believe that the flow is changing during
an application, it should be re-estimated, and the
necessary adjustment can be made to the applicator
without interrupting the treatment.

ABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS

Short-term trials
Deviation from ,J_

mean Percentage
obsevatof s pcumulative
observations

0.0-0.1

0.1-1.0

1.0-2.0

2.0-3.0

3.0-4.0

4.0-5.0

27

65

8

27

92

100

48-hour trial in toto

Percentage Cumulative

of
percentage

observations

21

37

38

3

0.5

0.5

21

58

96

99

99.5

100

48-hour trial by periods

Percentage Cumulative

of
Percentage

observations

27

64

7

1

27

91

98

99

100

Period

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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RtSUMI

L'article decrit un appareil peu cofiteux qui permet de
debiter avec exactitude et pendant un temps prolonge des
suspensions ou des solutions, utilisees dans la lutte contre
les mollusques vecteurs. Cet appareil, qui peut etre
utilise meme par un personnel relativement peu qualifie
techniquement, consiste en un flacon en matiere plastique
alimente lui-meme par un reservoir. L'ecoulement est
assure par un tube dont le debit est regle de maniere a
maintenir le flacon toujours plein: il s'agit donc d'un
dispositif a niveau constant. Dans le cas de suspensions,
on adapte a l'interieur du flacon un agitateur a mouve-
ment altematif mu par un moteur d'essuie-glace d'auto-
mobile, actionne par une batterie de 12 volts. Un tube
d'emission est introduit par la base du flacon sous un
angle tel qu'il ne gene pas le mouvement de l'agitateur.
A son extremite superieure, ce tube est perce d'un certain
nombre d'orifices de differents diametres. Sur cette
extremite superieure est ajustee une douille pivotante en
nylon qui porte elle-meme une ouverture d'un diametre
superieur a celui du plus grand orifice menage dans le
tube. En faisant tourner cette douille, on degage l'orifice

du diametre voulu, par lequel le liquide s'&coule dans le
tube et de lA dans le cours d'eau. On ajuste approximati-
vement le debit en choississant le diametre convenable.
Le tube d'emission lui-meme est mobile A l'interieur du
flacon, ce qui permet de fixer I'extremite superieure
perforee A la hauteur desir&e: ce deplacement modifie
effectivement le niveau du liquide et permet de r&gler le
debit avec plus de precision.

Les auteurs decrivent les precautions a prendre pour
eviter l'obstruction du tube d'emission.
A la difference de certains appareils servant A regler la

quantite de liquide deversee dans les cours d'eau, celui
dont il s'agit ne comporte aucun dispositif pour mesurer
le debit du cours d'eau; il ne regle donc pas automatique-
ment 1'ecoulement du liquide en fonction des variations
de ce debit.
Ce distributeur, qui a donne pleine satisfaction dans des

series d'essais de durees diverses, permet de deverser dans
l'eau courante des suspensions aussi bien que des solu-
tions, ce qui peut etre d'une grande importance pour
l'emploi de nouveaux molluscicides.
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